Myofascial force transmission between transferred rat flexor carpi ulnaris muscle and former synergistic palmaris longus muscle
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Summary

We investigated the extent of mechanical interaction between neighboring wrist flexors in the rat (1). Epimuscular myofascial force transmission is considered to be the responsible mechanism for such intermuscular interactions (2, 3). If the position of a muscle belly is changed relative to a neighboring muscle belly, connective tissue linkages between them will be strained and provide a pathway to transmit force. The most direct mechanical linkage exists between synergistic muscles adjacent within a muscular compartment and, accordingly, we found higher interaction between flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU) and palmaris longus (PL) muscles than between FCU and extensor carpi ulnaris (1).

In several surgical procedures, applied in for example tetraplegia and spastic cerebral palsy, the insertion of specific muscle-tendon complexes are transferred surgically to the tendon of an antagonistic muscle (4-6). The transferred muscle is considered to convert from its previous mechanical effect (e.g., joint flexion and adduction) to yielding a moment according to its new position with respect to the joint axis (e.g., joint extension and abduction). However, results contrary to that concept (i.e., no change in muscle function) have been reported (7, 8). As not only the distal tendon is transferred, but in most cases, also a substantial part of the muscle belly is rerouted, the characteristics of myofascial connections and, hence, the mechanical interactions with neighboring muscles is expected to change. Intermuscular connectivity may be affected also by the formation of scar tissue, occurring after such invasive surgical procedures (9, 10).

Transfer of FCU to the extensor carpi radialis brevis and/or longus (ECR_{br/L}) tendons is commonly performed with the aim of restoring wrist extension or to correct spastic wrist flexion deformity (5, 11). In a recent study (12), we reported that, in the rat, even after transfer of FCU to a wrist extensor insertion site, force was transmitted from active FCU to the distal tendon of passive PL. In that study, FCU muscle was excited exclusively, so that effects of FCU on transmission of active forces generated by muscle fibers within PL were not studied. Pilot data suggest that also after tendon transfer, rat FCU and PL muscles are active simultaneously during the stance phase of walking (13).

Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to investigate the extent of mechanical interaction between active FCU and active PL after FCU tendon transfer. Effects of length changes of transferred FCU on forces exerted at the distal tendon of PL, kept at a constant muscle-tendon complex length, were assessed. We hypothesize that force transmission between FCU and PL muscles (both wrist flexors) to be decreased, but not to be completely absent after transfer of FCU to the ECR_{br/L} tendons.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Data were obtained from 7 male Wistar rats. Surgical and experimental procedures were in strict agreement with the guidelines and regulations concerning animal welfare and experimentation set forth by Dutch law and approved by the Committee on Ethics of Animal Experimentation at the VU University.
All rats were housed in large cages (0.55 x 0.33 x 0.20 m, two rats per cage) with access to food and water ad libitum.

**Surgical procedures for FCU-to-ECR<sub>BL</sub> tendon transfer**

Tendon transfer surgeries were performed under aseptic conditions, while the rats (body mass at the time of surgery 182 ± 13 g) were deeply anesthetized (respiration of 1-3% isoflurane). At the same time, the rats were treated with a single dose (0.03 ml) of buprenorphine (Temgesic®, Schering-Plough, Maasssen, The Netherlands; 0.3 mg/ml solution) for pain relief. Body temperature was monitored and the anesthetic state was checked routinely by evaluating withdrawal reflexes. Surgical procedures have been described in detail previously (14). In brief, the distal tendon and distal half of the muscle belly of FCU was dissected free and transferred to the tenotomized distal tendons of extensor carpi radialis (ECR<sub>BL</sub>). After recovery from the surgery, the rats were kept in their cages for five weeks with access to food and water ad libitum.

**Surgical procedures in preparation for assessing FCU-PL interaction**

The rats were deeply anesthetized using intraperitoneally injected urethane (initial dose 1.2 ml/100 g body mass, 12.5% urethane solution), as judged by complete absence of withdrawal reflexes. If withdrawal reflexes could be elicited, supplemental doses (0.3-0.5 ml a time) were administered. To prevent hypothermia, the animals were placed on a heated water pad at approximately 37°C. The right forelimb was shaved, and the skin was resected from the shoulder to the wrist. The distal tendons of PL and transferred FCU were identified. With the wrist in a neutral position (i.e., 180° flexion) and the elbow joint at approximately 90°, markers were placed on FCU and PL distal tendons, as well as on a fixed location on the forearm to indicate reference lengths, using 7-0 suture (Prolene, Ethicon). Subsequently, the distal tendons of FCU and PL were released from the skeleton and attached to Kevlar thread. Note that the distal tendons of transferred FCU were cut from the second metacarpal (tendon serving previously as ECR longus insertion) and from the third metacarpal (tendon serving previously as ECR brevis insertion). Further dissection was performed in the brachial compartment to secure a metal clamp to the humerus for later fixation to the experimental setup (Fig. 1). The connective tissues enveloping the muscle bellies in the antebrachial compartment were left intact.

Within the brachial compartment, the ulnar and median nerves were identified and placed in a bipolar cuff electrode. The ulnar and median nerves innervate only palmar muscles of the antebrachium (‘wrist and digit flexors’) and, thus, the wrist and digit extensors were not excited, in all conditions of this experiment.

**Experimental procedures**

Body mass at the time of experiment was 354 ± 19 g. During the experiments, muscle temperature was controlled by an airflow (Holland Heating) around the muscle of 22 ± 0.5 °C and 80 ± 2 % humidity. Dehydration of forelimb was prevented by regularly irrigating the exposed tissues with isotonic saline. At the end of the experiments, the rats were euthanized without regaining consciousness with a lethal dose of pentobarbital sodium (200 mg, i.p.) and double-sided pneumothorax was performed. The rat was placed on a heated platform. The right forelimb was secured rigidly by clamping the humerus and by firmly tying the manus to an aluminum plate with 1-0 silk suture (Fig. 1). Using the Kevlar threads connected in series with steel rods, the distal tendons of FCU and PL muscles were each connected to a force transducer (BLH Electronica, Canton, MA, USA; maximal output error <0.1%, compliance of 0.0162 mm/N). The force transducers were positioned in the line of pull for each muscle. The line of pull for PL runs as close as possible to the palmar side of the manus, which was obstructed by the forepaw plate. Therefore, we passed the Kevlar thread attached to PL tendon through a Teflon tube (inner diameter 0.8 mm) in between the plate and the palmar side of the manus (Fig. 1). Force loss in the tube due to friction was < 0.6% within the PL force range measured. For all experimental conditions, PL muscle was kept at a constant muscle-tendon complex length (i.e., the reference length). The ulnar and median nerves were stimulated supramaximally with the cuff electrode connected to a constant current source (0.3 mA, pulse width 100 µs). Stimulation of the ulnar and median nerves will excite FCU and PL muscles, as well as all palmar muscles of the antebrachium (‘wrist and digit flexors’).

Isometric forces of PL and transferred FCU were measured at various muscle-tendon complex lengths (l<sub>m+t</sub>) of FCU. Starting from the lowest length at which active muscle force exerted at the tendon approaches zero, FCU muscle was lengthened distally using 0.5 mm increments to approximately 1 mm over the length corresponding maximal active force. Prior to excitation, FCU was brought to the target length. Two switches were evoked, followed by a tetanic contraction of the muscles (stimulation frequency 100 Hz). After each contraction FCU was allowed to recover at low length for 2 minutes. Force signals were digitized at 1 kHz and stored on a PC using a data acquisition board (PCI-6221, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Passive force was assessed by calculating the mean for the 50 ms time window just prior to the tetanic contraction. Total force was assessed by calculating the mean for the last 50 ms of the tetanic plateau.

**MUSCLE BELLY LENGTH.** To assess changes in muscle belly length (l<sub>m</sub>), a marker was placed on the most distal end of FCU muscle belly. Marker position at each l<sub>m+t</sub> was recorded during isometric contractions (l<sub>m+t</sub>) using a digital camera (Sony HC53E Digital Camcorder, 25 frames/s, 720 X 576 pixels, resolution 1 pixel ~ 0.1 mm).
Treatment of data

Mathematical functions were fitted to the experimental data for further treatment and averaging. In short, individual \( \ell_{m+t} \) – passive force (Fp) data were least-squares fitted with an exponential function. Due to a different shape of the \( \ell_{m+t} \) – Fp curve in four muscles, the exponential function did not yield an adequate fit and a polynomial function (see below) was used instead.

Active force (Fa) was defined as the added total force exerted at the force transducer upon supramaximal stimulation of the ulnar and median nerves. Fa was assessed by subtracting passive force from total force at equal \( \ell_{m+t} \).

The following characteristics were fitted using a polynomial: \( \ell_{m+t} \) – Fa and \( \ell_{m+t} \) – ma. The order of the polynomial most adequately describing the data was selected, using a stepwise polynomial regression procedure (i.e., the order of the polynomial was increased up to maximally a sixth order, as long as this yields a significant improvement to the description of the length-active force data, as determined by one-way ANOVA).

Fitted curves were used to (i) determine maximal active force and the corresponding muscle-tendon complex length, as well as the length corresponding to zero active force of FCU, (ii) to calculate mean data and standard deviations (SD).

For each individual muscle, optimal force is defined as the maximum of the fitted polynomial for Fa, and Io is defined as the corresponding muscle-tendon complex length. For both passive and active forces, muscle-tendon complex length was expressed as the deviation from the length corresponding maximal active force (\( \Delta \ell_{m+t} \)). Muscle belly length was expressed as the deviation from its length corresponding to zero force exerted of the tendon during muscle contraction.

Statistics

To test for effects of FCU length on PL and FCU forces, one-way ANOVAs for repeated measures were performed. P values < 0.05 were considered significant.

Results

MUSCLE FORCES. FCU passive force as well as force exerted during the isometric contraction (total force) increased monotonically with lengthening FCU muscle-tendon complex (Fig. 2A). The calculated additional force as a result of muscle excitation (active force) attained a maximum of 1.52 ± 0.34 N and passive force at this length was 1.0 ± 0.5 N. Note the exertion of notable passive FCU forces also at low lengths (as low as \( \Delta \ell_{m+t} = -2.5 \) mm), typical for muscles acting within their connective tissue context. However, the ratio of passive force to active force (0.66 at \( \Delta \ell_{m+t} = 0 \) mm) is much higher in transferred FCU than commonly observed in physiological conditions.

The length range between the lengths corresponding to zero and maximal active force was 3.9 ± 0.6 mm. At neutral wrist position, FCU attains a rather low muscle-tendon complex length (\( \Delta \ell_{m+t} = -3.2 ± 0.6 \) mm). This suggests that transferred FCU can exert fair forces (corresponding to a force higher than 50% of its optimal active force) at the new insertion exclusively in more flexed wrist positions (i.e., at higher lengths) combined with very limited or no forces at the new insertion in more extended wrist positions (i.e., at lower lengths).

ANOVA indicates that lengthening of transferred FCU distally yields significant force decreases at the distal tendon of PL (Fig. 2B). Note that PL was kept at a constant muscle-tendon complex length. PL force decreased from its initial
value \(1.00 \pm 0.07\ N\) at \(\Delta l_{m+t} = -3.5\ mm\) to \(0.93 \pm 0.08\ N\) at \(\Delta l_{m+t} = 0\ mm\), i.e. a decrease of 7%. The mean slope of this decrease was \(-0.02 \pm 0.01\ N/mm\).

These results indicate that despite transfer of FCU muscle to the extensor side of the forearm, changing FCU length still affects force transmission of its, now, antagonistic PL muscle.

**MUSCLE BELLY LENGTH.** Length changes of FCU muscle belly were substantially smaller than the imposed changes in muscle-tendon complex length. After FCU muscle-tendon complex had been lengthened by 3.5 mm, its muscle belly length measured during contraction increased by 1.3 \(\pm\ 0.5\ mm\) (Fig. 3). In contrast to what one might expect for a maximally dissected FCU muscle, these results indicate that (part of) the distal tendon took up a major part of the FCU muscle-tendon complex length changes (i.e., 63%).

Changes in FCU muscle belly length \((\Delta l_{m+a})\) can be considered as a measure of changes in the position of FCU muscle belly relative to the muscle belly of PL. We found a linear relationship between \(\Delta l_{m+a}\) of FCU and force exerted at the distal tendon of PL muscle (Fig. 4). The slope of the regression line was \(-0.05\ N/mm\ (r^2 = 1.00)\). This indicates that the extent of mechanical interactions between FCU and PL is dependent on the relative position of their muscle bellies.

**Discussion**

Mechanical interactions between non-transferred FCU and surrounding structures have been quantified previously in human patients and intact rats. Measurements performed during reconstructive surgery in patients with spastic cerebral palsy showed that tenotomized FCU muscle was still lengthened by passive wrist flexion (15). More recently, it was found that the mechanical effect of spastic FCU muscle at the wrist joint was not fully eliminated by tenotomy (16), which has also been reported for healthy cat soleus muscle (17). Surgical dissection of rat and human FCU muscle yields changes in length-force characteristics (18). In addition, we showed that length changes of FCU affect distal forces of length restrained PL in the healthy rat (1). All above results are manifestations of epimuscular myofascial force transmission (2, 3).

In agreement with our hypothesis, we found significant mechanical interactions between FCU and PL (two previously synergistic muscles) after transfer of FCU to ECRB/L (Fig. 2B). This indicates the presence of mechanical linkages between these muscles that are still providing pathways for force transmission, despite the fact that a substantial part of FCU muscle belly was rerouted to the extensor side of the forearm. As the tendon transfer yields a higher mean distance between FCU and PL muscle bellies, as well as a decreased interface area, we predicted smaller FCU-PL interaction. However, the slope of the decrements in PL force with FCU muscle-tendon complex lengthening in the present study (-0.020 N/mm) was similar to and not statistically different from the slope found (-0.025 N/mm) in healthy rats (1). This may be explained by (1) a higher stiffness of the linkages between FCU and PL at the proximal half of FCU muscle belly (i.e. the undissected part during tendon transfer surgery, see methods) or (2) the possibility that the decreased FCU-PL interface is compensated for by new stiff linkages (scar tissue), formed in response to the surgical intervention.

We found that changes of PL force were related linearly to
myofascial force transmission in which the relationship between muscle belly length and changes in force exerted by a constant after length adjacent muscle has been measured. In such conditions, changes in FCU muscle belly length are also a measure of changes in the position of FCU muscle belly relative to the muscle belly of PL. Therefore, this finding supports our previous findings that the extent of epimuscular myofascial force transmission is dependent on the relative position of muscle bellies (21, 22).

The magnitude of intermuscular mechanical interactions is, besides muscle relative positions, determined also by the stiffness of epimuscular myofascial connections. Scar tissue, formed as a response to invasive surgery, will affect intermuscular connectivity. In general, scar tissue is considered a factor limiting the successful outcome of tendon transfer surgery (10). During the experimental preparation for the mechanical measurements in this study, we observed more than normal amounts of connective tissues near the transferred FCU tendon. As we also found that lengthening FCU muscle-tendon complex resulted in relatively small changes in muscle belly length (Fig. 3), these results suggest that muscle belly movements of transferred FCU were limited, most likely by stiff scar tissue at the muscle-tendon boundaries. In a previous study, we showed that disruption of such scar tissue increased the ratio of muscle belly to muscle-tendon complex length changes (14).

FCU-to-ECRB/L tendon transfer is performed frequently by surgeons to provide wrist extension in paralysis or correct wrist flexion deformity in human patients with spastic paresis (e.g., 5, 11). However, the functional outcome of these surgeries varies substantially between patients (24-26) and do not always meet the initial expectations (8). For tendon transfer at the knee, it has even been reported that the mechanical effect of the muscle was unaltered following tendon transfer (7). It is commonly assumed that, after recovery from agonist-to-antagonist tendon transfer surgery, the transferred muscle will exert a joint moment according to its new muscle-tendon path and insertion. This will be true only if the transferred muscle is not linked to surrounding structures by either physiological connective tissues or newly formed scar tissues, or both. In the early 20th century, Biesalski and Mayer already recognized that low resistance gliding of the tendon within its surrounding sheath is important for muscle function after transfer (23).

The results of studies as the present one may be generalized to human clinical medicine only with great care (for a comprehensive discussion see 14), but ideas generated in such work may be taken by clinicians and considered for testing of surgical hypotheses. The essence of our data is that a transferred muscle may still be linked mechanically to (parts of) its former synergistic muscles, and thereby maintain some of its former mechanical effects, that could interfere with the surgeons expectations. For clinical practice this suggests that it will be valuable to accentuate even more exploration of surgical approaches that minimize scar tissue formation or continue a search of additional interventions aimed at permanently minimizing physiological or pathological connective tissue linkages at the muscle and tendon boundaries.

Recently, it has been hypothesized that the characteristi-
cally flexed wrist in cerebral palsy patients is not the result of high forces generated within the spastic muscle itself, but instead caused by the transmission of force via epimuscular pathways from antagonistic muscles onto the spastic muscle (i.e., FCU) and transmitted from there across the wrist either via synergistic muscles or non muscular structures that cross the wrist joint (27). If that view is valid, just dissection of the spastic muscle possibly in combination with FCU tenotomy, may be as effective as transferring the FCU tendon to an extensor insertion site. However, this can only be true if the recovery of connective tissue linkages with adjacent muscles can be prevented. This example indicates how applying ideas regarding myofascial force transmission in clinical practice potentially may have consequences for surgical treatment.
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